TCCC DIGITAL SLIDE COMPETITION
Requirements
1. Mandatory image size is 1024 pixels wide by 1024 pixels high.
2. The background (canvas) of the digital slide MUST be 1024 pixels
High by 1024 pixels Wide and this size becomes the ONLY Digital
Slide Competition size. Within that 1024 x 1024 format, you can use
any or all of the space for your image. You can enter a Vertical,
Horizontal, Square, Circle, Diamond or any other shape image into
competition, as long as it fits within the 1024 x 1024 format. The
background (canvas) can be any color or composition of your choice
but it MUST be 1024 pixels by 1024 pixels. Digital Slide entries that
are submitted in any other size than the required 1024 x 1024 format
will NOT be allowed in the competition.
3. Saved in JPEG format, Not to exceed 1 mb. at 72 dpi/ppi.
4. Color profile should be sRGB to match projector.
5. Color Digital Slides, up to a total of Four (4) entries, Select, Open or
combination of both, listed on One (1) Entry Card for Color.
6. Black & White Digital Slides, up to a total of Four (4) entries, Select,
Open or combination of both, listed on One (1) Entry Card for Black
& White Digital Slides. One email for B&W entries and one email
for Color entries.
7. Titled with the Makers Name (space) dash (space) title of image.jpg
Example: Henry Ford - Model T.jpg
Anything extra like, dots . or underscoring _ , incorrect and missing
capitalization or incorrect spacing means extra work for someone else.
8. It is very important that your Entry Card, Entry Emails and Image
Titles, contain the exact same information because we refer to them
if we have questions. Please take a little extra time to verify all of the
information is in the correct “Required” format.
The body (message part) of the entry email should look something like
this when all Entries are in Select (or Open):
December 2012 All in Class A (or B) Select (or Open).
(Color or Black & White)
1. Henry Ford - Old Barn
2. Henry Ford - Looking Back
3. Henry Ford - All Tied Up
4. Henry Ford - Four in a Row
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When Entries are in both Select and Open:
September 2011 Class A (or B) (Color or Black & White)
Select
1. Henry Ford - Old Barn
2. Henry Ford - Looking Back
3. Henry Ford - All Tied Up
Open
4. Henry Ford - Four in a Row
NOTE: Digital Entries can be submitted ahead of time. We do have a
deadline, entries must be in by Midnight on the first Monday of the
month, however, digital entries can be submitted weeks or even months
before the competitions. Not waiting to the last day and the pressure to
get something entered, can eliminate errors and since errors do occur,
getting entries in early can provide an opportunity and the necessary
time to get them corrected. Members must submit a separate entry email for the Black & White digital slide entries and a separate entry email for the Color digital slide entries
Please double check your entries and all of the required information
before sending them. Then attach the images to the entry email and
send your entries to: Digital@TwinCityCameraClub.com
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Example of a properly filled out Entry Card.

Blank entry cards are on the rear scoring table or on the Competition page.

http://www.twincitycameraclub.com/Competition2.htm
DSCIF 081013
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